COMPUTER SYSTEMS FOR LONG TERM CARE FACILITIES

Resident Management System
MDS 3.0
General Features:
The MDS 3.0 module contains on-line access to the CMS
module. To read the manual, press the F1 help button
and field related help will pop to your screen. Where
appropriate, the Groupers will calculate the Rug IV
scores for Medicare and the Medicaid “cross-walked”
Rugs III. All assessments are archived and easily accessible with a simple keystroke while preparing any current
assessment.
This module integrates with ADT data for basic resident
information. If utilized, it also integrates with Resident
Observations 3.0 to read interview data, Resident Scheduling for Quick Tracker therapy information, and Infection Control for immunization information. The MDS
module features the ability to automatically calculate
the appropriate CATs (Care Area Triggers) and to produce reports with this information. MDS 3.0 CAT items
will be used by and may be viewed in the MDS 3.0 Care
Planning Module. The MDS 3.0 module will also communicate information back and forth with the Care Area
Assessment module when both are implemented.
P&NP performs validity checks to make sure that you
enter only the data that you should and only within the
ranges that are allowable. We use a technique known as
screen audits to perform this task. When incorrect data
is entered, the field turns pink or red indicating a data
issue. Hover the mouse over the field to display the reason why the field is in error.
Signing off on the assessment can now be done with an
electronic signature. Once complete the assessment can
be zipped and electronically submitted.
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Easy to use module ensures maximum reimbursement due to timely, accurate, and error-free submissions.
Screens mimic CMS forms for ease of use and understanding. Screens track type of form being done so
only questions for that form type are available for
input thus saving time.
On-the-fly error checking and on-line, context sensitive help promotes error-free entry while completing
this MDS. Final error reports ensure accurate completion guaranteeing successful acceptance.
Each MDS for a resident is stored for historical purposes. While completing a form, a single click will
display historical data for reference. Data from a
previous assessment can be pulled into the current
when opening a new form, if desired.
Electronic biometric signatures that follow the true
Department of Commerce standard allow you to
maintain paperless records.
Create all MDS Forms including MPAF, Protocol Summary: Care Area triggers, RUGS III and IV Scores and
justifications, Statutory and Medicare Assessment
Scheduling, QA Reporting, and more. RUG scores are
calculated in real time.
Data links directly to the Care Area Assessment
(CAA) for quick, accurate completion of the CAA and
Care Plan.
Data can be cross-walked into the 802 Resident
Characteristics and 672 Resident Census and Conditions in preparation for survey.

Important Links:
Links to the online CMS manual.
Links to the ADT module for basic resident information. One click options allow viewing
and acceptance of support documentation gathered from Resident Observations (CNA
care data), Resident Scheduling (therapies), Census (diagnosis), Clinician Notes (progress
and charting notes), and Infection Control (immunizations).
Links with Care Planning and Care Area Assessments.

Electronic Signatures allow for a paperless system. Assessments only printed as
needed. Electronic submissions are available.

